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An analysis has been made of the delamination of thin films due to uniformly distributed thermal and resid
ual compressive stresses and local thermal stresses arising at the occurence of a hot spot above an interface 

crack in heated components. 

Expressions have been derived for calculation of the strain energy release rate during growth of one

dimensional and circular delamination, and the conditions for start and growth of these delaminations have 

been analysed. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Various components are provided with thin coat
ings with the aim to improve their properties, among 
other resistance against high temperatures. As a con
sequence of coating preparation or of service condi
tions, steady or transient compressive stresses often 
act in such coatings. If these stresses reach sufficiently 
high value, they can cause delamination and spalling 
of the coating. 

Numerous papers have been devoted to the me
chanics of delamination of thin films [1-10]. Mostly, 
homogeneous stress distribution in the film was as
sumed. In such case, delamination can occur only 
after the film has buckled. With nonuniform stress 
distribution, an interface crack can grow even be
low an unbuckled film. One important example is 
the so-called hot spot [11]. If heat flows from envi
ronment into the component, the coating becomes 
warmer than the substrate, and compressive stresses 
arise in it. With good contact :film-substrate, the tem
perature and stress field in the film is homogeneous. 
If, however, a delaminated area occurs somewhere, 
the heat flux from the film into the substrate is dis
turbed, and the film temperature rises here. Nonho
mogeneous stress distribution due to a hot spot causes 
high stress concentration at the edges of an interface 
crack. If these stresses reach sufficiently high value, 
the crack can grow provided the energy released dur
ing its growth is the same or higher than the energy 
needed to form new surfaces. At certain magnitude of 
compressive stress the film buckles, which again mod
ifies the stress distribution and energy released during 
growth of the delamination. The process is also influ
enced by the presence ofresidual stresses and stresses 
caused by the difference between mean temperatures 
of the film and substrate. 

The aim of this paper is to analyse the growth ofin
terface cracks under various conditions. For the eval
uation. of crack behaviour, strain energy release rate 
will be used here. (Another suitable quantity is stress 
intensity factor. Its evaluation for cracks at bimate-
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rial interfaces, however, is rather complicated (see e.g. 
[12-14]), and is not necessary for our purpose.) Be
cause real delaminations often have irregular from, 
energy release rate will be studied here for two limit
ing cases, one-dimensional and circular delamination. 
For simplicity, a rigid substrate will be assumed so 
that only the strain energy of the film and the energy 
of newly formed surfaces will enter into the energy 
balance. Further, the interface will be assumed to be 
plane, the film properties homogeneous and isotropic, 
and the delamination long compared with the film 
thickness, so that it will be possible to neglect the 
changes in stress distribution at the edges of the de
lamination due to its growth. This growth also results 
in gradual growth of the area with poor heat transfer 
from the film into the substrate. An exact analysis 
should, therefore, involve also time factor. Here, for 
simplicity, the dimensions of the hot spot will be as
sumed to be constant, equal to the initial dimensions 
of the delamination. 

2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL DELAMINATION

Consider a delamination of length 2a in :z:-direction 
and 2b in y-direction, with b >> a (Fig. 1). Here, 
only the conditions for interface crack growth in :z:
direction in the area remote from lateral edges ±b

will be examined, where the stresses do not depend 
on y.

2 . 1  H o t  s p o t  i n  s t r e s s-fr e e  fi l m

The film above an interface crack can be approxi
mately divided into two sections (Fig. lb): the inner 
(1), 2a0 long with a hot spot, the mean temperature 
of which is by D..T higher than the mean temperature 
of the surrounding film, and the outer (2), with the 
same temperature as the film strongly bonded to the 
substrate. If the delaminated part 0£ the film were 
removed by an imaginary cut, divided into parts 1 
and 2, and released, the dimensions of part 1 would 
increase with the strain (in :z: and y directions): 

fL,o = D..ao/ao = 01.D..T, (1) 
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Fig. 1. Delamination with a hot spot. a) schematic diagram, b) stresses in one
dimensional delamination 
s - substrate, f - film, t - film thickness, Q - heat flux. 

where a is thermal ex.l)ansion coefficient of the film. 
The subscript L means local. The dimensions of part 
2 would remain unchanged. The mean free strain of 
parts 1 + 2 in x-direction would be 

fL = Aa/a = aAT (ao/a) = fL,o (ao/a) . (2) 

The film outside the delamination suppresses these 
elongations, so that compressive,stresses <T:c , <Ty arise 
in parts 1 and 2 (Figs. 1, 2b ). Their values will depend 
on whether the film buckles or not. 

a) Strain fL is less than critical

The film is unbuckled, with compressive stresses 

<T:c = fL,o (ao/a) E/ (1-v) , 

<Tyl= €L,O [1-v + v (ao/a)] E/ (1- v) ,

<Ty2 = fL,o(ao/a)Ev/(1-v), 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where subscript 1, 2 denotes the part 1 and 2 of the 
film, respectively. u :c has the same value in both parts. 

The strain energy can be determined as the work 
of edge stresses done by eliminating the free expan
sion: first, the stress <Ty1 compresses the inner part by 
2beL,o, then the stress <T:c compresses the parts 1 and 
2 by 2aeL. The corresponding work is 

U = 2Etaobe£,0 [l - v +.(l + v) (ao/a)] / (1- v) (6)

The energy release rate during growth of an inter
face crack is generally 

g = dUo _ dU

dA dA' 
(7) 

where dU is the energy released from the still un
delaminated film during the growth of the interface 
crack by an infinitesimal area dA, and -dU is the cor-
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Fig. 2. Buckling of delaminated film due to compressive 
stresses. a) schematic diagram, b) edge stresses in one
dimensional delamination with a hot spot as a function of 
local compressive strain CL,o in part 1. Uc - critical stress, 
fL,o,c - critical strain, E - Young's modulus, v - Poisson's 
ratio, u, b - unbuckled and buckled state. 
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Fig. 3. Energy release rate Q* as a function of relative 
length a/ao of one-dimensional delamination. a) nonho
mogeneous sfress due to a hot spot is present; the delam
ination can grow also in unbuckled state. In B, the film 
buckles. (1, 2 - no intemal stresses are present; curve 2
corresponds to buckled state, 3, 4 - energy release rate
increases with the magnitude of internal stresses, b} uni
formly prestressed film; the delamination can gmw only in 
buckled state. EH - homogeneous strain, Ee - critical strain 
on buckling, ao - initial half-length of the delamination, 
Q* = 2Q (1- v) / [(1 + v) EtE�,o]. 

The course of g ( a/ ao) IS depicted by curve 1 in
Fig. 3a.

b) Strain EL is larger than critical
If compressive strain EL in a:-direction exceeds the

critical value
Ee = k [12 (1 + v)r1 (t/a)2 , (10) 

th� film buckles (Fig. 2a). As it follows from the
stability theory of biaxially compressed rectangular
plates with cla:mped edges [15, 16], only the stress <rx is decisive for buckling when b > > a, so that the con
stant k can be assumed ( as a first approximation) to
be the same as that for a uniaxially loaded wide beamwith clamped edges, k = 1r2 

The condition for buckling can be written, with
respect to equation (2), in the form
fL,O 2: fL,O,c = Ec,o (ao/a) , (11) 

where fL,o is given by (1) and fL,o by (10) with a = aoand k = 1r2
• 

With small deflections, the stress <rx in the buck
led film remains approximately constant, equal to the
critical stress

(12) 

The stress <r
y2 in part 2 also remains constant,

Uy2 = ll<Tc. (13) 

The stress <r
y
1, however, increases further with in

creasing fL,o (or a-6.T), from the value given by (4)
for fL,O = fL,O,c to
<Tyl = V<Tc + EEL,O, (14)
The situation is depicted in Fig. 2b. The strain en
ergy, determined again as the work of reaction forces,
IS 

responding decrease of energy in the delaminated part U = 2Etaob { Ei,o + [ 2EL,ofc,o ( ao/ a )2 - (15) 
of the film. So far, no stresses in the film outside the 
delamination have been assumed, so that dUo = 0. 

] } The energy release rate pertinent to the crack growth - E�,o (ao/a)3 (1 + v) / (1- v) ·
in a:-direction is
G __ _!_ dU 
'::I - 2b 2da'

The energy release rate in bJ.Ickled state is, according
(8) to (8),

where 2a corresponds to ·the symmetrical growth of g = [4EL,0°c,o (ao/a)3 - 3e�,o (ao/a)4] X (16) 

the delamination in +a: and -a: directions. Inserting
U from (6) gives x Et (l + v) / [2 (1 - v)] ;
g = Ei,o (ao/a)2 Et (l + v) / [2 (1- v)]
Ceramics - Sllika.ty c. 2, 1992 

(9) see curve 2 in Fig. 3a.
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2 . 2  1)nifo r m l y p r e s t r e s s e d  fi l m  
Films and coatings are often stressed uniformly. Be

sides residual stress ua fi:om film preparation, ther
mal stress UT acts in a film warmer or colder than the 
substrate. In thin films, 

(17)
where .6.Trs is the difference between mean temper
atures of the film and the substrate. The resulting 
strain is 

{18) 
If only uniformly distributed residual or thermal 
stresses act in the film with a delamination, strain 
energy can release only in buckled state. The buck
ling occurs if the total compressive strain fH exceeds 
the critical value (10) with k = 1r

2
• In buckled state, 

U:c keeps the critical value (jc according to (12). The 
compressive stress u

y
, however, increases further with 

increasing fH from u c to the value 
(19)

The strain energy accumulated in the buckled film is 
U = 2Etaob { et (ao/a) + [21:Hfc,o (ao/a)- (20) 

- e�,o (ao/a/] (1 + 11)(1- 11�}

Be.cause the energy of internal stresses, Uo, is accumu
lated in the film outside the delamination, the strain 
energy r.elease rate must be determined according to 

g = 2_ d (Uo - U )  
4b da 

Inserting U from {20) and Uo from 
Uo = 2Etabet/ (1- 11)

gives 
g = [et+ 2fHfc,o (ao/a)2 - 31:c,o (ao/a)4] X 

xEt (l+v)/[2 (1-v)]. 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

The -course is plotted for various ratios EH/ fc,o in 
Fig. 3b. 
2 . 3  Uni form l y  p r e s tre s s e d  fi l m  w i t h  

a h o t  s p o t  
The stresses u:c, u

y1, u
y2 in unbuckled state are 

given by equations (3) - (5) with right sides extended 
by the member fHE/(1 - 11), where fH is given by 
eqn. (18). The strain energy equals the sum of the in
ternal stresses energy (22) and the energy due to the 
hot spot (6). The energy of internal stresses, however, 

does not release during crack__growth so that the en
ergy release rate is given by equation (9). 

The film buckles if the total compressive strain in 
:i:-direction is equal or larger than the critical value 
fc, that is if 

(24) 
(This condition can be fulfilled for various combina
tions of fH and fL,o-) After buckling, the stress U:c 

remains approximately constant, equal Uc. The stress 
(J"y2 also remains constant, (J"

y
2 = ll(J"c + EEH. The 

stress u y 1 increases linearly to the value II(}" c + E( fH + 
fL,o) for the final strain eH+fL,O· The situation is sim
ilar like in Fig. 2 with fH + fL,o instead of fL,O· 

The strain energy in buckled film can be again de
termined as the work of reaction forces. The energy 
release rate is, according to (21) 
g = (err+ 21:Hfc,o (ao/a)2 + 41:L,ofc,o (ao/a)3- (25) 

- 3{0 (ao/a/] Et (1 + 11) / [2 (1- v)]

The course is illustrated schematically by curves 3, 4 
in Fig. 3a. If the delamination begins to spread only 
after the film has buckled, the character of g is similar 
like that in Fig. 3. 

Note. Equati.on (25) covers both preceding cases. 
If internal stresses act only (i.e. fL,o = 0), eqn. (25) 
changes into (23); with the hot spot only (1:H = 0) 
one obtains equation (16). 

2 . 4  Gr o w t h  o f  i n t e r fa c e  c r a c k s
A delamination beneath a nlm loaded only by uni

formly distributed thermal or residual stresses can 
grow only if the film has buckled (i.e. if fH � fc,o), 
provided the energy release rate go, corresponding to 
the initial crack length ao, fulfills the following con
dition 
9o = (Ek+ 2fHfc,o - 31:�10) X (26) 

X Et (1 + 11) / [2 {1- 11)] � gc , 
where gc is the critical energy release rate (specific 
fracture energy) of the interface. The crack growth 
will continue ifg(a) � go , Expressing g(a) from {23) 
and denoting as 1:k the minimum compressive strain, 
at which the condition (26) for st�rt of a delamina
tion is fulfilled, gives the following condition for spon
taneous delamination growth: 
1:H/1:c,o :5 1.5 [1+ (ao/a)2] (27) 

According to the ratio 1:H/ fc,o three various modes of 
crack growth1 can occur (Fig. 3b): 

1This beliaviour is similar like that of one-dimensional. de
lamination in a component compressed uniaxially, see [4, 8]. 
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a) 1 � €'f:r./€c,O < 1.5
Energy release rate a(a) is for any crack length
a higher than the starting value ao. The delami
nation will spread in an unstable way, hypothet
ically to infinite length, in fact untill spalling oc
curs.

b) 1.5 � f.H/ f.c,o � 3
Crack growth is unstable at its beginning but it
stops after some time, and could continue only
in a stable way by increasing f.H. The final crack
length depends on the ratio and on energy dissi
pation during crack growth.

c) 3 < €'f:r./cc,o 
The delamination can spread only in a stable way, 
i.e. by continuous increasing of f.H ( e.g. by heating 
the film). 

If, for some reason, the delamination starts growing 
with strain fH > 1:'f:r., its further growth can differ from 
tlie aforesaid. 

In presence of a hot spot, an interface crack can 
grow under unbuckled film provided the following 
condition is fulfilled: 

ao = f.f, oEt (l + v) / [2 {1 - v)] � gc , 
I 

{28) 

which follows from (9) for a= ao. If we consider e.g. 
a film with gc = 20 Jm-1, E = 300 GPa, v = 0.2,
t = 0.2 mm, and a = 7.7 x 10-5 K-1

, we can see 
with respect to eqn. (1) that an interface crack can 
grow if the mean temperature of the film above the 
interface crack is only by AT = 86.6°G higher than 
the mean temperature of the surrounding film. More
over, because it is not necessary to fulfil the condition 
for buckling, relatively small cracks can propagate in 
this way. According to (28), the initial value of en
ergy release rate does not depend on crack length. 
The presented theory, however, is valid only for suf
ficiently high ratios aft, where the change of stress 
distribution at the crack tip during crack growth can 
be neglected. 

If no internal stresses are present in the film, cH =
0, energy release rate decreases monotonically with 
the delamination length, from g = go at a = ao to 
zero at a approaching to infinitY. (curve 1 in Fig. 3a). 
An interface crack can thus begin to grow only if 
ao > gc, and stops as soon as a(a) has decreased be
low gc · However, during delamination growth, the hot 
spot sometimes grows gradually, too. In such case, the 
ratio a0/a does not decrease, and the same holds for 
energy release rate. As a criterion for failure, go = gc 

must be therefore used. In detailed analysis, the time 
dependence of the film temperature during the de
lamination process should be considered. 

If the condition {24) is fulfilled, the film buckles.In 
buckled state, the energy of uniformly distributed 
residual and thermal stresses begins to release, and 
g does not decrease to zero with increasing a, but to 
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the asymptotic value 

g00 = ci{Et (1 + v) / [2 {1- v)) ; {29) 

see curves 2-4 in Fig. 3a. For goo � gc the interface 
crack could (hypothetically) grow to infinite length. 
In fact, the process will stop after some time due to 
spalling or other effects. 

The course of energy release rate depends on the 
relative values cH, cL,o and cc,O· For cL,o+cH/3 > cc,o, 
the function g (a) decreases monotonically from the 
beginning. For cL,o+cI-J/3 = cc,o, g(a) has amaximum 
at a = a0, and decreases rµonotonically for a > ao. 
For fL,O + cH/3 < Ec,O, the function a(a) increases at 
first reaches a maximum at certain value a* > ao and ' 
decreases. For 

cH + cL,O > cc,O , {30) 

the film buckles before crack growth, or simultane
ously with it. (The first, second, and part of the third 
from the aforesaid cases belong here.) If the condition 
(24) is fulfilled but the condition {30) not, buckling
occurs later. The corresponding critical delamination
length ac can be found by solving the quadratic equa
tion (24).

3. CIRCULAR DELAMINATION

The circular delamination has been devoted greater 
attention in the literature. The analysis of delamina
tion of uniformly compressed film can be found in 
[1), the solution for the hot spot ca1i be obtained by 
adapting the solution for the case with a film com
pressed above the delamination by an indentation im
print [2). Therefore, only the main results will be sum
marised here. 

3 .1 Ho t s p o t  in s t res s - f r e e  f ilm 

Consider a circular delamination of radius q. In

the inner part of the delaminated film there is a hot 
spot with radius a0 and mean temperature by AT 
higher than the mean temperature of the surround
ing film (Fig. la). The film outside the delamination 
is strongly bonded to the substrate, and prevents the 
hotter part from increasing its radius. As a result, 
stresses arise in this area, which are, moreover, dis
tributed nonuniformly when a> ao. 

The distribution of stresses and strains in the de
laminated part of the film is similar like that in a ring 
with radius a shrink-fitted on a disc of radius ao with 
the radius allowance Aao = aoaAT, and then com
pressed by radial forces so that the outer radius be
comes again a. The pertinent solution can be found 
in (16, 17) or in [2). Notice that the relative change of 
radius a is now 

cL = Aa/a = aAT (ao/a)2 
= cL,o (ao/a)2 . {31) 
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Fig. 4. Energy release rate g• as a function of relative
radius a/ao of a circular delamination, 1 - uniformly pre
stressed film; the delamination can grow only in buck
led state, 2 - nonhomogeneous stress due to a hot spot
is present; the delamination can grow also in unbuck
led state. In B, the film buckles, {2a - only hot spot
stresses are present in the film, 2b, c, d - energy re
lease rate increases with the amount of internal stresses}, 
g• = 2g (1 - v) / [(1 + v) Efr�,o].

The strain energy in the film above the interface
crack can be determined as the sum of the work U1 

of reaction forces acting on its edge during the com
pression by .6.a and the energy U2 of internal stresses
resulting from the nonhomogeneous stress distribu
tion if the hot spot radius a0 is smaller than the de
lamination radius a,

The energy of internal stresses is [2]
U2 = 1rEt1:t,0a5 [1 -.(ao/a)2] /2 .

(32)

(33) 

The work of radial forces performed during the com
pression depends on whether the film buckles or not.

a) Strain EL is less than critical
The film is unbuckled, and radial stress is related

to the strain e by
u = eE/ (1-v) (34)
The work of these stresses is 
U1 = 1rEtet,0a5 (ao/a}2 / (1-v) (35)
The energy release rate during growth of an interface
crack is again given by equation (7). Now, with Uo =

0 (no stress in the film outside the delamination is
assumed) and dA = 21rada, one obtains
g = 1:t,0 (ao/a)4 Et (l + v) / [2 {1- v)] , {36)
where ao is initial and a instantaneous radius of the
delamination. The course g is depicted in Fig. 4
(curve 2, 2a).

b) Strain fL is larger than critical
If fL exceeds the critical value (10) with k =

14.68 ( circular plate with clamped edge [15, 16], the
film buckles. In buckled state, the radial compressive
stress u. at the edge of delamination depends on the
relative radial displacement .6.a by [1]

( u / Uc) -l = ,8 [(.6.a/ .6.ac) -1] , (37) 

where Uc is the critical stress, given by equation (34)
with f = fc, ac is the critical contraction of radius a,

and
.8 = [1 + 1.108(1-v)-1]-1 (38)
is a constant2• The course of radial stress is similar
to that of u

y1 in Fig. 2.
The work U1 of radial stresses done during com

pression of the disc with radius a by .6.a is
U1 = 1rEta5 (ao/a)2 [et,0- (39)

-(1-/3) (eL,o -fc,o)2] / (1-v);
The corresponding energy release rate is with respect
to (7), (32), (33) and (39)
g = (ao/a)4 [ (1 + v) er,,0/2- (40)

-(1-/3) (eL,O -fc,0)2] Et/ (1-v) ;
see curve 2a in Fig. 4.

3 .  2 Un i for.m l y  p r e s tre s s e d  fi l m
The situation in a uniformly compressed film with

a circular delamination has been throughly investi
gated in [1, 2]. The stress in an unbuckled film is
distributed uniformly everywhere so that energy re
lease rate is zero. If fH > fc, where fH is given by eqn
(18), the film buckles, which is accompanied by par
tial stress relaxation. As a result, energy releases dur
ing the delamination process as the initally unbuckled
part of the film gets buckled. The energy release rate
is
g = (l - /3) [et- {o (ao/a)4

] Et/ (l - v) ;
see curve 1 in Fig. 4. 

(41)

2Formula (38) was originally written [1] as /3 = [1+ 1.207{1+
v)J-1 but was later corrected by J. W. Hutchinson [18]. 
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3 . 3  Un i fo r mly p r e s t r e s s e d  f i l m  w i t h
a h o t  s p o t

If an interface crack occurs in a heated .component,
both kinds of stress discussed earlier act together: The
situation is similar like that in a uniformly prestressed
film with local stress induced by indentation in the
delaminated area [2]. In unbuckled state, the energy
of uniformly distributed stresses does not release dur
ing crack growth so that g is given by eqn (36). If the
total compressive strain exceeds the critical value, i.e.
if
f = fH + fL,o (ao/a)2 

> fc ,o (ao/a) , (42)
the film buckles. In the released energy, the compo
nent corresponding to the hot spot reduces, and the
energy of internal stresses begins to apply. The energy
release rate is
g = { (1 - /3) ci + (ao/a)4 [ (1 + v) cf_,,0/2- (43)

- (1 -/3) ( fL,o -fc,o/]} Et/ (1 - v) ,

where fH given by eqn (18), represents the homoge
neous component of the total strain f. The course of
g (ao/a) is plotted for various ratios fH/fc,o in Fig. 4
( curves 2b, c, d).

Note. Equation (43) holds also for unbuckled film
(with /3 = 1), and embraces all cases from Section 3.1
and 3.2.

3 . 4  Gr o w t h  o f  i n t e r f a c e  c r a c k s
If only uniformly distributed stress acts, an inter

face crack can grow only after the film has buckled,
i.e. when fH 2'.: fc, and if
Qo = (1- /3) (ci -{0) Et/ (l - v) 2'.: gc , (44)
where gc is the critical energy release rate of the in
terface. Because g(a) grows monotonically (see eqn.
( 41) and curve 1 in Fig. 4) with asymptotic value
goo = (1 - /3) ctEt/ (1- v) , (45)
the crack growth will be unstable. Theoretically, the
whole film could delaminate. After some growth of
interface cracks, however, the film usually begins to
spall [1, 3, 11].

With a hot sp.ot above the interface crack, the de
lamination can grow also in unbuckled state; only the
condition (28) must be fulfilled. The crack growth in
unbuckled state has similar character like with one
dimensional delamination, the· energy release rate,
however, decreases faster. If the condition ( 42) is ful
filled, the film buckles. Now, also the energy of uni
formly distributed stresses applies, and the energy re
lease rate is given by eqn. (41). Characteristic course
Ceramics - Silika.ty c. 2, 1992 

of g(a) is depicted by curves 2b, c, d in Fig. 4. The
asymptotic value g00 is again given by equation (45).
If g00 2'.: gc the crack can grow (hypothetically) to
infinite length, if g00 < gc the crack stops after some 
time depending on the rate of energy dissipation dur
ing its growth.

Note. The considerations from Section 2.4 and 3.4
are, in general, valid also for subcritical crack growth
promoted by corrosive action of the environment, pro
vided Qo is higher than the fatigue limit gscc • In such
cases, however, the dependence of crack velocity on g
and on environment must be taken into account.

4. SUMMARY

The conditions and character of delamination
growth in thin films have been theoretically investi
gated for one-dimensional and circular delaminations
by means of energy release rate.

If only uniformly distributed residual or thermal
compressive stresses act in the film, an interface
crack can grow only after the film has buckled. The
growth of a circular delamination proceeds unstably,
and usually ends with spalling of the film. A very
elongated (one-dimensional) delamination buckles at
lower stresses than the circular one, and the crack
spreads stably or unstably according to the relation
between the actual and critical strain.

The growth of an interface crack can be promoted
markedly by the action of local compressive stresses,
which arise in heated components as a result of tem
perature increase in the film above the delamination
(hot spot). These local stresses act together with
uniformly distributed stresses, .creating thus more
favourable conditions for buckling. Having sufficient
value, the local stresses alone can cause growth of
a delamination under an unbuckled film. In this case,
the energy release rate decreases monotonically. If the
film buckles, uniformly distributed stresses begin to
apply, and the crack growth can be stable or unstable
with a circular as well as one-dimensional delamina
tion.

The formulae for the energy release rate, given in
the paper, enable to analyse start and growth of inter
face cracks, and to estimate the allowable defect size
in films with the stress known, and vice versa. Be
cause of considerable influence of local stresses due
to, e.g. hot spots, an exact analysis must respect the
real temperature distribution and development in the
component.
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MECHANIKA DELAMINACE TENKYCH VRSTEV 
PUSOBENIM TEPLOTNICH A ZBYTKOVYCH 

TLAKOVYCH NAPETI 

JAROSLAV MENCIK 

Vyzkumny ustav potravinafske, chemicke a chladicf 
techniky, Resslova 956, 50187 Hradec Kralove 

V praci jsou analyzovany podminky a pri1beh delami
nace tenkych vrstev pii ruznych zpusobech zatfzeni a tva
rech delaminovane oblasti. Pusobi-li ve filnm pouze rov
nomerne rozlozene zbytkove nebo teplotni tlakove napeti, 
mil.ze dojit k rustu trhliny na rozhrani pouze po vybouleni 
filmu. Sifeni delaminace kruhoveho tvaru probiha nesta
bilne a zpravidla konci praskanim a odlupovanim casti 
povlaku. u znacne protahle (jednorozmerne) delaminace 
dochazi k bouleni pii nizsim napeti nez u kruhove dela
minace, a trhlina se muze sifit nestabilne nebo stabilne 
V zavislosti na pomeru skutecneho a kritickeho pomerne
ho stlaceni. 

Rust trhliny na rozhrani muze byt vyrazne usnad
nen pil.sobenim loka.lnich tlakovych napeti, ktera vznikaji 

v dusledku zvyseni teploty filmu natl delaminad u ohiiva
nych soucasti (tzv. horka skvrna). Tato loka.lni napeti se 
scitaji s dalsimi, rovnomerne rozlozenymi napetimi a vy
tvafeji tak pfiznivejsi podminky pro boulem'.. Pii dosta
tecne velikosti vsak mohou lokalni napeti'. samotna vest 
k sifeni delaminace i u nevybouleneho povlaku. V tom
to pfipade rychlost uvolnovani energie monot6nne klesa. 
Dojde-li vsak k vybouleni'. povlaku, zacnou se uplatiiovat 
i ostatni slozky napeti a proces delaminace muze byt bud' 
stabilni nebo nestabilni, a to u jednorozmerne nebo i km
hove delaminace. 

Vztahy pro vypocet rychlosti uvoliiova.ni energie, uve
dene V clanku, umoziiuji podrobnejsi analyzu startu a rus
tu trhliny na rozhrani, a stanoveni'. pi'ipustne velikosti de
laminace u povlaku s urcitym vlastnim pnutim a naopak. 
S ohledem na velky vliv loka.ln:ich napeti v m:istech s hot
kou skvrnou mus:i analyza napjatosti v techto pi'ipadech 
vychazet z analyzy teplotn:iho pole v soucasti. 

Obr. 1. Delaminace s horkou skvrnou. a) schema, 
b) napetf ve filmu pi'i jednorozmerne delaminaci
s - substrat, f - film, t - tlousfka filmu, Q - tepelny 
tok. 

Ob1·. 2. Boulenf delaminovaneho filmu pitsobenfm tlako
vych napeU. a) schema, b) napeU na okraji jednoroz
merne delaminace s horkou skvrnou v zavislosti na lo
kaln{m pomernem stlacen{ CL,O V casti 1. Uc - kriticke 
napeU, fL,O,c - kriticke pomerne stlacen{, 
E - Younguv modul, v - Poissonovo Mslo. 

Obr. 3. Rychlost uvol1iovan{ energie Q* v zavislosti na re
lativn{ delce a/ao jednorozmerne delaminace. a) jsou 
pfztomna nehomogenn{ napeU vyvolana horkou skvr
nou; delaminace muie rust i v nevyboulenem stavu. 
V bode B zacfna dochazet k boulenf filmu. 1, 2 - ne
jsou pi'ftomna iadna vniti'nf napeU; ki'ivka 2 odpovfda 
vyboulene'mu stavu, 3, 4 - rychlost uvoliiovanf ener
gie roste s velikostf vniti'nz'ho napeU. b) rovnomerne 
stlaceny film; delaminace muie rust pouze ve vyboule
nem stavu. CH - homogennf pi'etvoi'en{, Cc - kriticke 
pomfrne stlacen{ pfi boulenf,ao - pocatecnf polovicn{ 
delka delaminace, 9* = 2g (1 - v) / ((1 + v) Etf�,o]. 

Obr. 4. Rychlost uvolriovan{ energie g• v zavislosti na re
lativnfm polomeru a/ao kruhove delaminace. 
1 - rovnomerne stlaceny film; delaminace muie rust 
pouze ve vyboulenem stavu, 2 - jsou pf{tomna neho
mogennf napeU vyvolana horkou skvrnou; delamina
ce muze rust i V nevyboulenem stavu. V bode B za
Mna dochcizet k boulen( filmu. (2a - ve filmu je pi'(
tomna pouze horka skvrna, 2b, c, d - rychlost uvoliio
van{ enei;gie roste s velikosU vniti'nfch napeU), g• =
29 (1- v) / ((1 + v) Etc�,o].
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